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Abstract: This paper combines the latest machine learning techniques to develop an effective and reliable
supervised learning model for transition judgment. Firstly, the variable-interval time average (VITA) method
is used to transform the fluctuating pressure signal into a sequence of states in the Markov state space. Then
we describe it using Markov chain model, and obtain its feature vectors. Then the hidden Markov model is
used to pre-classify the feature vectors labeled using the traditional RMS criteria. And finally a classification
model based on probability density distribution is established. The research shows that the model developed
in this paper is effective and reliable and possesses a generalization ability. Compared with the traditional
RMS criterion, a reasonable ‘transition zone’ can be obtained using the developed classification model
without comparing the signals at multiple locations.
Keywords: supervised learning, transition judgment, classification model, Markov chain model, hidden
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1 Introduction
Judging the transition has always been a frontier issue in the field of aerodynamics. It is hoped to
develop an effective and reliable supervised learning model for the judgment or prediction on transition in
this paper.
Presently, most of the research on transition is still based on experimental method. The commonly used
transition detection methods in experiment are hot wire method[1],[2]，temperature sensitive paints method[3]，
infrared thermography[4]，hot-film techniques[5] and flow visualization methods[6] and so on. These methods
have their own defects. Hot wire anemometry is intrusive and provides only point-wise flow information.
Temperature sensitive paints should coat the model before experiment. Infrared thermography and hot film
sensors seem too complicated. But above all, these techniques are not convenient for flight test or practical
flow control. Therefore, it is still necessary to seek convenient, effective and practical transition detection
method for unsteady aerodynamics.
Compared with the above experimental techniques, it is more convenient and practical for pressure
transducers to detect boundary layer characteristics. Early in 1970s, Helle[7] using acoustic technique
detected flow transition on hypersonic re-entry vehicles. Lews and Banner[8] using surface pressure
fluctuation measurements investigated the boundary layer transition on the X-15 vertical fin. With the
progress of technology of pressure transducer manufacture, the transducer rapid response and
miniaturization have been improved greatly. The pressure transducer measurement technique for steady flow
transition detection has now applied to wide velocity range from low-speed flow to hypersonic in wind
tunnel experiment.
In this paper, a supervised learning model for transition judgment is established by using fluctuating
pressure signals on airfoil surface. It is hoped that the model can calculate the transition zone to a certain

extent rather than a ‘transition point’ obtained by traditional transition criterion.
Firstly, the variable-interval time average (VITA) method[10]-[12] is used to convert the fluctuating
pressure signal on the airfoil surface into the state sequence in Markov state space. Then, the Markov chain
model is used to describe it, and the feature vectors are obtained. Then the hidden Markov model [13]-[16] is
used to pre-classify the feature vectors labeled using the traditional root mean square (RMS) criteria.
Finally, a classification model based on probability density distribution is established.
The results show that the classification model developed in this paper is reliable and effective. The
experimental data of different Reynolds numbers can be reliably predicted by using the same Reynolds
number experimental data for model training. Compared with the traditional RMS criterion, a reasonable
‘transition zone’ can be obtained using the developed model and it does not require signals from multiple
locations for comparison.

2 Mathematical method
The mathematical methods used in this paper which are VITA method, Markov chain model and
Hidden Markov model are introduced in this section.
2.1 Variable-Interval Time Average method[10]
In the time series of fluctuating pressure, the VITA variance of fluctuating pressure is defined as:
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where T is the average time interval.
When T   , the second item of the right side of Equ. 1 is 0 and the Var (t,T) is equal to the
mean-square value in general sense. So the VITA method essentially plays the role of low-pass filtering.
The detection function is defined as:
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where K is the threshold and Prms is the RMS value.
The fluctuating pressure time sequence can be finally converted into a state sequence D using the VITA
method which can be regarded as a Markov state space.
2.2 Markov chain model
The Markov chain model is a random sequence model which corresponds to a state of a system.
Considering the random process

X

( n)

, n  0,1,2,… , which takes a value of a valid or countable set M,

the state space is assumed to be M  0,1,2,… , and the elements in M are called the state of the random
process.
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where i, j, i0 , i1,…, in 1  M , the random process is called a Markov chain.
The probability Pij represents the probability of transitioning from a given current state j to state i,
obviously with

Pij  0,
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is called a one-step transition probability matrix. And P n is called a n-step transition probability matrix.
The vector    0 , 1,
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2.3 Hidden Markov model
There are two states in the hidden Markov model: the observable state and hidden state. Let's have m
hidden states and n observable states. The stationary distribution of these hidden states is assumed to be

  1,  2 ,

,  m  . And the stationary distribution of the observable states is
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The stationary distribution of the hidden states and the observable states satisfies the formula as
follows.
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In the case of ignoring the hidden state, the observable state obeys the following single-step transition
probability matrix.
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If a distribution q is observed, the transition probability of the hidden state can be obtained by solving
the following problem.

min p  q
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This problem is a constrained minimum quadratic problem whose solution method is very mature. The
SUMT outer point penalty method was used in this paper.

3 Establishment of a supervised learning model
The airfoil wind tunnel experiment was carried out in the NF-3 wind tunnel. The experimental model
chord length was c=600mm and the experimental Reynolds number was Re  0.8 106 , Re  1.1 106 and

Re  2.0 106 .

3.1 Establishment of state space
The VITA method is used to convert the fluctuating pressure of the airfoil into a state in the state space.
The fluctuating pressure data in the case of Re  1.1 106 ,   2 is taking as an example.

(a) Fluctuating pressure waveform
Fig.1

(b) Detection function of the VITA method

Fluctuating feature and detection function at the typical location of   2 

The fluctuating pressure and its corresponding detection function calculated by the VITA method are
shown in Fig.1 and the parameters of the threshold K and T was set to K=1.0 and T=0.00025s. It can be seen
that the detection function of the transition position is significantly different from the laminar and turbulence
flow that the detection function of the transition zone is mostly D=0.
The number of data whose detection function is D=1 in Fig.1 is calculated, and the cumulative time Δt
is calculated as shown in Fig.2.

Fig.2

Comparison of the RMS and VITA result

The comparison of the fluctuating pressure RMS value with the cumulative time Δt calculated by the
VITA method in the case of Re  1.1 106 is shown in Fig.2 where the open circle is the dimensionless
RMS result and the solid square is the cumulative time. It can be seen that the minimum cumulative time
position corresponds to the RMS peak position.
3.2 Establishment of Markov chain model
The state space calculated using the VITA method (K=1.0, T=0.00025s) at x/c=0.65 position (transition)
in Fig.1 was analyzed.
Its transition probability matrix is:

0.927 0.805
P

0.073 0.195 

Its steady state probability distribution can be calculated by P n and it is   0.917 0.083 . So the
T

Markov chain model of the data at this location is
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The model is uniquely identified by the transition probability matrix P and its steady-state probability
distribution  , so the data can be characterized by P and  . A vector composed of components of P and
T

 was used as a feature vector of the signal, namely v   P00 , P10 , P01, P11,  1,  2  . After normalization,
the feature vector is V  0.309,0.024,0.268,0.065,0.306,0.028 .
T

The feature attributes of all hidden attributes (transition and non-transition) in the sampled data were
averaged and were used as a stationary distribution of the observable state in the hidden Markov model.
3.3 Solution of hidden Markov model
The experimental data in the case of Re  1.1 106 is used to solve the hidden Markov model. The
parameter is selected as K=1.0, T=0.00025s.
After solving the least quadratic problem, the smooth distribution of hidden attributes is obtained as
shown in Fig.3(a). Since there are only two hidden attributes, the distribution can also be described as shown
in Fig.3(b).

(a) 2-D distribution
Fig.3

(b) 1-D distribution
Distribution of the hidden state

As can be seen from Fig.3, the distribution of the two hidden attributes (transition and non-transition)
overlaps in some areas, which results in unclear classification boundaries. And we proposed a classification
model based on probability density distribution in order to improve this situation.
3.4 Establishment and verification of classification model
Considering the distribution of Fig.3, we consider that the two hidden attributes are subject to different
probability density distributions. Let's assumed that it follows a Gaussian distribution within the interval
[0,1], and the probability outside the interval is zero, which is
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The probability density distributions of two hidden attributes are shown in Fig.4, and the solid line is
the probability density distribution of the transition, and the dotted line is the non-transition probability
density distribution.

Fig.4

Probability density distribution

Let the  value of a signal be  0 and its distance from the mean value of the distance probability
density distribution is      0

and calculate its confidence 1   .
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value of transition and non-transition could be calculated through Equ. (12) in the case of

   0 . And we can calculate the probability of transition or non-transition through the following formula.
1
2
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where 1 is the  value of transition, 2 is the  value of non-transition, p1 is the probability of
transition, p2 is the probability of non-transition.

4 Analysis and discussions
The experimental data with the Reynolds number of Re  1.1  106 at   0 ~ 7 are used to train
the model in this section. The prediction results of Re  1.1  106 are shown, and the results of
generalization of the model to other Reynolds numbers are discussed.
4.1 Prediction results of training data

Model training and prediction are performed using experimental data of Re  1.1  106 , and the model
parameters are selected as K=1.0, T=0.00025s.

(a)   1
Fig.5

(b)   2 

Prediction results of the training data itself ( Re  1.1  106 )

Fig.5 is a prediction result of the training data itself ( Re  1.1  106 ), where (a) is a case of   1 , and
(b) is a case of   2  . The open circle is a normalized RMS result, and the cross is the predicted result of
the developed model. A ‘transition point’ can be only judged using the traditional RMS criterion, while a
reasonable ‘transition zone’ can the obtained using the developed method. And the ‘transition point’ judged
by the traditional criterion is located in the ‘transition zone’. To some extent, the reliability of the two
methods is demonstrated.
In this paper, the traditional RMS criterion is used to label the data. In Fig.5, only one transition
position can be labeled for each angle of attack. It is worth noting that when using the developed model for
prediction, it is possible to predict multiple transition positions at one angle of attack.
4.2 Generalization results of other Reynolds numbers
The model trained in Section 4.1 is generalized to the case of Re  0.8  106 and Re  2.0  106 in
this section.

(a)   1

(b)   2 
Fig.6

Generalization result of Re  0.8  10
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(b)   2 
Fig.7

Generalization result of Re  2.0  10
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Fig.6 and Fig.7 are the generalization results for Re  0.8  106 and Re  2.0  106 respectively,
where (a) is the case of   1 , and (b) is the case of   2  . The open circle is a dimensionless RMS
result, and the cross is the predicted result of the model. Same as in Fig.5, a ‘transition point’ can be only
judged using the traditional RMS criterion, while a reasonable ‘transition zone’ can the obtained using the
developed method..
It can be seen from Fig.5 to Fig.7 that, using the experimental data of the same Reynolds number for
model training, we can predict the transition results under different Reynolds numbers, which indicates that
the classification model developed in this paper possesses strong generalization ability. Compared with the
traditional RMS criterion, a reasonable ‘transition zone’ correspond to the ‘transition point’ determined by
the RMS criterion can be obtained using the developed prediction model, indicating that the classification
model developed in this paper is reliable and effective.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, the VITA method is used to transform the fluctuating pressure signal into a state sequence
in the Markov state space. Then, it is described by Markov chain model, and its feature vector is obtained.
Then the hidden Markov model is used to pre-classify the feature vectors labeled using the traditional RMS
criteria, and finally a classification model based on probability density distribution is established. The model
is trained using the experimental data in the case of same Reynolds number, and it is generalized to different
Reynolds numbers, and the results show that the developed model possesses strong generalization ability.
Compared with the traditional RMS criterion, a reasonable ‘transition zone’ can be obtained using the
developed classification model and it does not require signals from multiple locations for comparison.
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